SECTION 3.0

SAFETY OPERATING THEORY

SECTION 3.1

GENERAL SAFETY OPERATING THEORY

The following guidelines are for general precautions and must be carefully
adhered to when operating the Sto-Away Power crane or its accessory
features.
The STO-AWAY bumper crane is built to make lifting and transporting your payload much
easier and safer and once you the owner/operator understands how it works then using and
servicing the STO-AWAY bumper crane will be a snap.
The standard STO-AWAY Power Bumper Crane, replaces the truck's rear step bumper. Each
standard STO-AWAY bumper crane may have several added options that allow the STOAWAY to perform different functions.
The main feature of the STO-AWAY Power Crane is:
1. A fold away truck crane that is hinged on one side of the bumper and is manually
erected from the stored (horizontally) to the upright (vertically) working position and is locked in
the working position by manually inserting a large lock pin through both the bumper and the
crane.
The crane does its lifting by the means of a hand held controller that operates on a 12V or 24V
winch motor and the payload is manually rotated on a set of bearings.
The towing functions on the STO-AWAY Power Crane are performed by a choice of two (2)
different options.
1. Standard built in 2" receiver (CLASS 3)
2. Optional face plate pintle mount for a bolt on 16,000# pintle hook (CLASS 4)
The STO-AWAY can also perform the function of being used as a rear winching system by the
choice of two (2) packages.
1. Converting the cranes lifting system
2. Investing in the optional auxiliary rear winching system, which is an independent
winching system separate from the cranes lifting drive. The auxiliary winching package
possesses the greatest amount of versatility due to its high pulling capacity and reaching
distance.

SECTION 3.2

GENERAL OPERATING SAFETY GUIDELINES

“NO JOB IS SO IMPORTANT THAT IT CAN'T
BE DONE SAFELY"

"YOU ARE THE KEY TO SAFETY"
By law no one can make you work in an unsafe working environment but

“Y O U R S E L F”
You the operator/owner of this STO-AWAY Bumper Crane MUST understand how it works
and the complete reading of this manual is mandatory.
In all the individual accident cases that I have investigated and studied, the only real cause to
these accidents comes down to four (4) basic items:
I: ASSUMED
I: DIDN'T KNOW
I: DIDN'T THINK
You may be thinking that I can't count because that's only three, wrong the first item is "I".
Keep in mind that you invested in a STO-AWAY to help you lift objects that are awkward,
heavy, and may be dangerous.
Just because these objects are now on a hook doesn't change the fact these objects are still
heavy and potentially dangerous if you handle them carelessly. Below are a few common
sense guidelines that you should always keep in mind:

